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Abstract
With the advancements in board designs, and widespread application of stencils in 
the solar/optics fields, new challenges arise leading to new solution stencils. Extensive 
work has been done in the past to print glue[1], solder paste[2, 4, 5], and/or flux[3] into 
cavities using reservoir printing. The reservoir depth for these applications ranged from 
75 microns to 355 microns, with aperture sizes from 65 microns to 200 microns. This 
paper deals with printing solder paste into multiple cavities of depths ranging from 355 
microns to 450 microns, with varying cavity wall angles and various stencil thicknesses 
ranging from 50 microns to 150 microns. Apertures varying in shape and area ratio 
were placed in these cavities and experimentation was conducted to analyze the print 
performance of the stencils, and, hence, infer guidelines for future stencil designs and 
aperture placement in cavities. Solder paste designed for best printing on fine features 
with different powder sizes were recommended to assess printing in deep cavities and 
to obtain good print volume. Solder paste inspection was used to characterize deposit 
volumes and compare results numerically. Details on stencil design, paste material 
selection, experimentation, and print results will be presented in the paper.
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Introduction
Many applications are moving toward placing components into recessed areas of 
printed circuit boards, commonly referred to as cavities. This has proven to be an 
effective way to 
reduce the thickness 
of assemblies and 
incorporate LEDs 
into thin designs. 
O ne c r i t ica l 
challenge for these 
assemblies is how 
to reliably deposit 
joining materials 
into these cavities. 
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Figure 1. Stencil geometry details with apertures placed in the stencil 
pockets.
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Traditional stencil printing will not work because the flat stencil 
will not contact the pads within the cavity. Dispensing materials 
typically show more variation in volume, can be limited by 
proximity to cavity walls, and take time to make each deposit 
individually. Thus, a new stencil technology has been developed 
to deposit repeatable and timely patterns—electro-formed 
stencils for deep cavities.

As shown in Figure 1, the stencil is designed to maintain the 
same thickness across the full board distance, while following 
the topography of the board design, including deep pockets that 
match the board cavities. There are several variables that may 
affect the volume of material deposited on the pad, including 
stencil thickness, aperture area ratio, cavity size and depth, 
pocket wall angle, and proximity of the aperture to the pocket 
wall. This study will investigate the effect of each factor on 
deposit volume.

Experimental Design
Stencil Design
The stencil was manufactured with the electroforming process 
and has a uniform thickness throughout. Each stencil has three 

patterns with pockets of different sizes, depths, and wall angles, 
as shown in Figure 2. Circular apertures with area ratios 0.45 and 
0.55 were laser cut into the cavities of this stencil with varying 
distances from the pocket walls, with the closest aperture being 
3mils (75µm) away. The design parameters tested are as follows 
(factors chosen for volumetric measurements are shown in bold, 
see Figure 3):

• Cavity dimensions (square): 1.2″, 0.8″, and .0125″
• Cavity depth: 14mils, 16mils, or 18mils
• Stencil thickness: 4mils or 6mils
• Cavity angle: 45°, 75°, and 90°
• Aperture area ratio (all circles): 0.45 and 0.55
• Aperture distance from wall: varies based on design, but 

minimum distance of 3mil from cavity wall

Board Design
A test board was designed with cavities to match the pocket 
depths of the stencil design. Three different sets of boards, one 
set per pocket depth, were manufactured by Circuits West Inc., 
Longmont, Colorado. Large flat copper pads were designed 
inside the pockets to accommodate varied aperture designs 
within each pocket.
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Figure 2. Stencil design with three images incorporating all the design parameters.
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Material and Process
Previous studies have investigated printing adhesives and fluxes 
using similar stencils with pockets more shallow than those in 
this study. This study will focus only on printing solder paste 
into deep cavities.

A halogen-free no-clean SAC305 solder paste was used for 
the volumetric measurements in this study with standard type 
4 powder as the recommended stencil printing metal load of 
88.5% by weight. This material was chosen based on the results 
of a previous study[5] because it is mainstream, showed good 
transfer, and would be considered challenging to print with the 
proposed design parameters.

Each stencil pattern was printed onto boards with cavities to 
match the depth of the stencil pocket. The industry standard 
stencil printer was fitted with edge rails, as shown in Figure 4, 
to secure the board with stationary tooling pins for support and 
rubber squeegee blades (30cm in length). 

A moderate print speed of 50mm/s was used with a low squeegee 
pressure to achieve a stencil that was relatively clean on top 
and to avoid scooping paste out of the pockets, as shown in 
Figure 5. The squeegee pressure chosen for this solder paste 
was 6kg. Several set-up boards were printed to reach steady 
state, followed by a manual under-stencil cleaning. Four boards 
were then printed in succession to demonstrate print-to-print 
variability. Each board was inspected visually and by using 
Koh Young SPI.

Figure 3. Test board design: three patterns based on cavity size; three repeated designs with varied wall angles.
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1.2” cavities ->

0.125” cavities ->

0.8” cavities ->

45 degree wall 75 degree wall 90 degree wall

Figure 4. Cavity board inside stencil printer with edge rails installed. Figure 5. Top view of stencil after printing. It is critical to adjust squeegee 
pressure to evenly fill the cavities.
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Figures 6 and 7 are examples of how the stencil printed paste 
designs look on the test board. Visually, it was easy to see that 
each aperture deposited some solder paste, but comparing the 
volume of paste in each deposit was impossible. There are some 
deposits on the very top edge that are clearly higher in volume, 
even by visual inspection. 

This was investigated and attributed to the interaction of the 
edge rail thickness and pocket design. Because of this issue, 
the top rows of printing data have been omitted in the results 
as noted. In future test board designs, more clearance will be 
added to the edge.

Print Volume Measurement
As detailed in the previous section, a 4mil thick stencil, a 
16mil board stencil, and SAC305 solder paste were selected 
for this purpose. Volumetric results separate the data based on 
identification programmed into the SPI unit designating wall 
angle, section by letter (indicating which cavity), area ratio, 
orientation [top (T), bottom (B), middle (M), left (L), and right 
(R)], followed by column and row number. For example, the 
deposit in the bottom most right corner would be 90Q45BR1A1.

There are no pass/fail criteria developed for this testing, as the 
amount of solder paste required would depend on the application. 
In some variability charts, a reference line has been added to 
indicate 70% transfer efficiency.

The goal of this study was to prove that these types of deep 
pockets can yield repeatable print deposits and determine how 
close to the cavity walls the prints were possible. Also, in addition 
to previous work, this study will collect volumetric data on each 
deposit to compare the critical design parameters.

Discussion of Volumetric Results
Despite the challenging area ratios, this standard type 4 solder 
paste was successfully deposited by printing with deep cavity 
stencils. As discussed in a previous study[5], this technology 
was able to produce deposits with solder paste containing finer 
powders, as well as with pasty flux alone. This study was not 
an investigation of the best solder paste material with the best 
transfer, but a proof-of-concept to show the results that can be 
obtained with existing mainstream materials and processes.

Figure 8 shows the volumetric results for the four boards studied, 
but focused only on the largest cavity size and 16mil cavity 
depth (section A as defined in Figure 8). As mentioned in the 
experimental design section, there were deposits on the topmost 
rows that had much higher volumes. This was attributed to the 
gap between board and stencil caused by the additional thickness 
of edge rails shown in Figure 4. It was easy to look at this visually 
noticeable feature to gauge whether the volumetric results from 
SPI were similar to what we could actually see. It is clear that the 
volumes for orientation T (related to the top rows of the largest 
cavities) are all high, regardless of the pocket wall angle. Since 
the cause for this large variation in the data has been explained 
in further charts, these top deposits will be omitted.
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Figure 6. Printed board with stencil image with differing wall angles (45°, 75°, 
and 90°).

Figure 7. Single iteration of design with section letters noted; detailed 
insets show deposit layout.
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Figure 8. Variability chart showing deposits in section A, highlighting excessive deposits observed in the top rows which were attributed to edge rail 
interactions.

Figure 9. Measurements of deposits by cavity size (labelled pattern, 1 being the largest) and wall angle of the pocket, showing volume (a) and transfer 
efficiency (b).

a.  b.  
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Each cavity size (section letter) is grouped into patterns 1, 2, and, 
3 with relative decreasing size, regardless of location. Pattern 1 
has the most associated apertures and separates the different area 
ratios between two separate locations. Pattern 2 is the medium 
size cavity with apertures of different area ratios alternating 
within the same cavity. Pattern 3 is the smallest and has six 
replicates in separate cavities for each ratio and combination. 
The difference in the number of data points per data set may be 
noticeable in the data sets presented in further figures. 

The first stencil design variable to consider is wall angle. This 
factor is critical because the board design will need to define 
keep-out zones around cavity walls. In this study, stencil printing 
the wall spacing designs resulted in solder paste deposits in all 
cases, indicating even closer spacing may be successful in future 
designs. Figure 9 shows two different ways of looking at this 
data. First, the data set is plotted to show the volume of each 
deposit. This makes it easy to compare which sections resulted 
with the most paste deposited. The second plot shows the same 
data, but is plotted to show the transfer efficiency or volume 

percent of each deposit. Looking at the data this way assumes 
some ideal volume for each aperture design and is a better way to 
see whether material is releasing from the apertures as much as 
expected. Transfer efficiency is more commonly looked at when 
using a traditional stencil, but in the case of cavity printing, the 
squeegee does not square off the top of the aperture. After the 
squeegee stroke, there is still paste above the stencil foil, calling 
this ideal volume into question. Since this study was to prove 
the concept of deep cavity printing, it was more important to 
look at the overall volume on each location. 

The results in Figure 9 show a trend where a steeper wall angle 
may lead to a lower average amount of paste transferred, although 
individual deposits may exhibit a larger volume. The trend does 
not seem to favor one wall angle dramatically. Note that pattern 
1 still shows some outlier deposits with high volumes despite 
excluding the top row of data. This is because there were still 
a few affected deposits on the left and right sides of the pattern 
that exhibited taller deposits.
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Figure 10. Data from the second of four boards showing influence of wall angle and wall distance for the group of deposits closest to each cavity wall.
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Since this experimental design includes so many factors, the 
data in Figure 9 was selected from only the fifth board in the 
study to represent boards printed once the process was at steady 
state. Looking further into whether the deposits closer to the wall 
show lower volumes, the data set in Figure 10 includes only the 
deposits in the column closest to the wall for patterns 1 and 2 
(pattern 3 only has one column). The trend of more transfer is 
easy to see with group means added for reference. The data for 
apertures with an area ratio of 55 is higher in magnitude and 
more clearly shows increasing volumes as deposits are further 
from the walls, especially for pattern 3, with the smallest cavity 
sizes.

The next factor to consider is print-to-print consistency. The first 
three boards were run to set-up because the transfer is clearly 
different when the paste is being sheared into empty cavities as 
opposed to when the cavities and apertures are full. Also, at start 
up the rubber squeegees are prone to skidding until the solder 
paste is able to wet along their length. Once an acceptable print 
was achieved on the third print, the stencil was removed for a 
bit of manual under-stencil cleaning before proceeding with 
simulating production. Board 4 showed a little more variation 
in standard deviation as the apertures filled after being wiped, 
but the subsequent prints showed consistent average volumes. 

The mean diamonds in this plot show a pattern related to wall 
distance that repeats over boards 5-8, similar to the shape for 
board 3 (see Figure 11). 

Conclusions
Stencil printing in deep cavities has been demonstrated to be a 
promising technology to facilitate consistent paste deposits in 
cavities as deep as 20mils. Volumetric characterization using 
existing SPI technologies is possible and will help in subsequent 
stages to assess the process limitations for reservoir printing. 
There were a few unpredicted results in this study and previous 
studies: standard stencil printing paste may be used (a low metal 
loading closer to what would be used for dispensing is not 
necessary); the limit to cavity depth was not reached, allowing 
a larger design window for further studies; and solder paste 
inspection may be carried out with standard programming.

Future work may proceed with more challenging spacing 
between aperture and wall, and deeper cavities. In order for 
this technology to be used in a high-volume environment, 
some process development will be needed to find the best way 
to automate periodic under-stencil cleaning. Overall, stencil 
printing in deep cavities is possible and shows a wide process 
window for stencil design.
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Figure 11. Data to show variation from board to board for one pattern and one area ratio.
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